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Revamping Your Relationship with Money 
Guest: Sarah McCrum 

The contents of this presentation are for 
informational purposes only and are not intended to 
be a substitute for professional medical advice, 
diagnosis, or treatment. This presentation does not 
provide medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. 
Always seek the advice of your physician or other 
qualified health provider with any questions you 
may have regarding a medical condition. 

Jeffrey: Hi, everyone. I'm so excited to introduce you to Sarah McCrum. 
Welcome, Sarah. 

Sarah: Thank you very much, Jeffrey. I'm actually very excited to be here. 

Jeffrey: I listened to you read your book, Love Money, Money Loves You and it 
is revolutionary. It is basically everything in the opposite direction about 
money. And when you flip it around so much, you realize, my God, I can relax 
now. Or I can have fun with it, or I can be creative with it, or I can be a master 
of it instead of all of the other emotions. And we're going to get into that. Let 
me tell people a little bit about you. You had 22 years studying with Chinese 
energy masters and you do your own energy work and help others master 
their own energy. You've had 21 years teaching and coaching business owners 
and 10,000 people have attended your online courses regarding money. And 
before that, you did 10 years as a BBC radio announcer, focusing a lot on 
children and children's rights. 

So I love the variety. And somehow either you chose the money or money 
chose you or with some kind of neutral celebration. I am so glad that we're 
going to be talking about money because we're talking about a magnificent 
new normal, it has to include our relationship with money. I'm going to give 
you a chance to answer the first question, however, which may be even bigger 
than money. What does your vision of a post-pandemic civilization as we 
emerge from this blossoming in place? What do you see as available to us? 
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Sarah: Perhaps the biggest opportunity that I see becoming available to us 
emerges directly from some of the pain of the COVID-19 pandemic situation. 
Which is a lot of people losing the way of making money and the way of 
making a living that they've had in their past either because businesses are 
changing, people are going out of business, people are losing jobs. And that's a 
very disturbing situation. At the same time, I see an opportunity because so 
many people are looking at what am I really doing and why was I working the 
way I was working before? And what's it all about really? They are questioning 
and we can't go back. We can't roll back to the economy we had before. And 
most of us don't really want to, because we know that it was overheated and it 
wasn't going to work in terms of the future.  

What I see is something that I call the mosaic economy and I'm not an 
economist. I do talk about money and in a way it's not really about money. It's 
about how we value ourselves, how we value each other, how we share our 
gifts and our creativity and our contribution to the world, which is what 
makes us actually feel good a lot of the time, when we share something with 
somebody, when we love somebody or we create something and pass it onto 
somebody else, and they appreciate it. To actually be able to build a way of 
connecting, which is an economy, a way of sharing our gifts and our 
contributions that really speaks to the value of human beings.  

And so for me, the Mosaic Economy, I called it mosaic because of a book by a 
friend of mine called The Mosaic by Danny Levin. And the point about it is 
that, in a mosaic, you have all these different pieces. Every single piece is 
unique and every piece has its place. Every piece is actually equally valuable, 
but every piece also does precisely its bit. 

I really see a little bit of a shift in us. It's not a huge shift. I think we get this 
somewhere. We could understand that we each really have a uniqueness that 
we can express. We have things that we can share, and that could be valued 
often much more than they are, and that no one is really more important than 
anyone else. So somebody might lead a very large organization because they're 
a natural leader. Someone else might do a very private job in that 
organization, for example, where they don't connect much with many people. 
It doesn't look like they have huge influence in the way we see it today, but 
neither of them is more important than the other. They just have different 
roles.  

One may make more money or one may make less money. I don't think we 
should all have the same money because we don't even want it. We have 
different things we want to do with it. I just feel that we could, with a little 
shift, understand that we are equally valuable and all unique and create an 
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economy or create a world where we can express our gifts, whatever they are. 
And we can really value each other through appreciation.  

I want to see that appreciation pays, if you like. I always talk about what you 
appreciate appreciates, which is a principle with money and what I teach. Can 
you imagine, if I really appreciate something you do, and a token of my 
appreciation could flow towards you, and we can do this now. We have 
technology to enable us to do us. And that enables me also to pay you money 
because of my appreciation, we start to shift a lot of things around. So that's 
what I'm intrigued by basically, is how we can really bring our value forward, 
value each other, appreciate each other, and not put people on pedestals, 
which create artificial relationships within our economy and our society. 

Jeffrey: I love your vision, not only about what is there, but what is missing. 
The struggle, the self-incrimination, the judgment, the comparison, the 
competition that leaves us drained and separate. So I love that vision. And 
now the individual within that vision, what would you like to add or suggest 
what we can do individually to step into our power, to allow us to be more 
effective in that future? 

Sarah: I think the first thing that we can each do, and we can do this now, we 
can do it today and it's something that we can do frequently, it's not a once-off 
activity, is really ask yourself some honest questions about what are the real 
gifts that you can contribute to the world? It's not just what you can get a job 
doing, but what is it that you really bring? What is the experience that you've 
had in your life that maybe sometimes you share with a friend, because 
perhaps you experienced some trauma and you know how to handle it now, 
and you can help somebody else with that? Perhaps you have a hobby or 
something that you love to do, and it's never been valued before, except by 
you. You love it. But to start to look at all of that as part of who you are and 
what you have to offer to the world.  

To recognize that your kindness, your love, your appreciation, your joy, your 
quirky little things that only you do, and other people are not like that. These 
are all part of your value, of who you are and what you share with the world. I 
think we've had a very narrow picture of value and it's caused a lot of people 
to diminish themselves and other people to overinflate their perceived sense of 
value. So be really honest in a kind way to yourself and see yourself with more 
clarity about who you are and what you bring to the world. That's a really 
good starting point. 

Jeffrey: I can see the mind, the old groove of what can I do to make money? 
How can I monetize? Do I have skills that people will pay me for? And if that's 
the way in, then most of what you've just asked about never gets considered. 
You did ask some suggest some questions. Is there a more specific instruction 
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that someone can use to narrow down the answers, to write the answers, to 
share the answers, to have it in a dialogue? 

Sarah: In terms of their value? 

Jeffrey: In terms of their value. 

Sarah: Yes. One of the things that you can do to start off with, I find this 
really helpful, is to look at what's the top level value? What's the thing that is 
more important for you than anything else? And if you dig a little bit, what I 
find often is people will say, what's really important for me, is maybe freedom. 
Is actually feeling free. Or I really believe in peace. These are the big lofty 
things, but it's actually really valuable to have that in place before you think 
about all the other stuff. 

Jeffrey: What you're doing now is what I value, rather than what I value 
about me. So this is an interesting way of picking it up. Beautiful. Go ahead. 

[9:50] 

Sarah: Absolutely, because value plays at all different levels and value plays 
into money, but as you said, it's like everything. What I most value in my life 
is actually freedom. So let's make sure that that sits at the top, so to speak. 
Whatever you do, you want to find a way to express that. Even if you're in the 
most boring job in the world, there is nothing to stop you finding ways of 
feeling free in there. And the reason why I'm saying this, this is part of, you 
said, Jeffrey, my book flips everything around. We usually think, I have to 
make money to be free. It's not like that. If freedom is important to you, if you 
start to express freedom, even just by having a bit of a laugh with somebody, 
or just being a little bit free in the way you do your work, that will help you to 
attract more of what you want in your life. So we need to put that top line 
thing first, because that makes the whole value system actually flow around. 

I know that if we say freedom, that's not going to make you money necessarily. 
From there you can start to come down and say, okay, what are the big things 
in my life that I love doing? So let's say I love walking in the mountains and I 
love sharing my knowledge about something with somebody. And I love 
various things that I love doing. So you can look at those and you can make 
sure also that whatever you're doing, there is place for the things you love in 
your life. And then you can get a bit more granular. So you come down 
bringing freedom and bringing what you love doing down towards, okay, what 
can I do to make money? What can I give or what can I contribute to make 
money that doesn't throw all my values out of the window? So that really 
respect my values. One of the things that's going to happen and you have to 
take this on trust to some extent at the moment, because we're in a really 
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rapidly changing world. There are people working on new systems of exchange 
and new ways of valuation.  

So as we ask these questions, new systems will come into play, which will 
allow us to do it better. And that's just what happens in life. When we're really 
challenged, we find new solutions. So I know some of the people who are 
working on those new solutions and I'll give you a couple of examples of that. 
There is an app and I can't even remember the name of it. But it does 
micropayments for walking, because it's good for you. So that's an example of 
somebody who's thought right out of the box and created something whereby 
you can be rewarded for something you weren't rewarded for before. It's 
probably tiny. You can't walk enough, I'm sure, to replace your salary, but it's 
an interesting idea. There's a platform coming up, a kind of web-based 
platform where you can effectively sell spare space on your computer without 
sharing any of your data or anything. But spare space on your computer. It's 
rather like Airbnb.  

You can sell space based in your house, but you'll be able to sell spare space 
on your computer to surf this global platform, an entirely legitimate way. And 
it's based on principles of authenticity and integrity and things like that, that 
this whole platform. So they've thought of a way of rewarding people because 
you will get micropayments for that, just for having some space on your 
computer. So these are, these are just showing you that people are addressing 
the needs, that we have to be able to make money without having to destroy 
ourselves and our families and our health and our wellbeing in the process. So 
more civilized, more dignified ways of making money or making a living doing 
what you love. 

Jeffrey: It's interesting. The US education system has been designed after the 
Prussian system because the Prussians learned how to convince their people 
to become soldiers, to die for the country and to be good soldiers. And so, the 
US system is to create good soldiers and good workers. And part of that, I was 
talking to an expert in education, Jerry Mintz, and he talked about how people 
don't like school if it's not learner-based, if it doesn't stimulate the natural 
desire to learn.  

So people will learn that the weekdays you do things that you don't like and 
the weekends and evenings, you get to do things that you like. And he wants 
to flip it around through education and your vision of money is also flipping 
around so that our work during the weekday, during the workday is a direct 
expression of ourselves. I'm wondering, you've dealt with 10,000 people who've 
worked with you online and many more who've read your book and know your 
work. What happens when people get it and they make the change? Tease us 
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all with the juicy results and then we're going to work backwards to see how 
we can get there. 

Sarah: So first of all, it's more like a series of get it. I think we all think, if I 
just get it, then I'm fixed for the rest of my life.  

Jeffrey: That’s what I think. 

Sarah: Yeah, I know. I've tried that a lot. Our relationship with money is a bit 
like a marriage. We also think that if I get married, I'm going to be happy ever 
after, because that's what they told us in our children's books. But actually 
most of us who are married have discovered that it's a series of get it. And 
sometimes you feel like you've lost it, but you get it again. My experience is 
that with every contraction in my relationship, there's a greater love that 
grows out of that.  

And so, our love deepens and expands and that's what I feel is the same with 
money. So the kind of things that happen story-wise, things that people tell 
me about all the time are, in the first stages, when you first get it, you first 
listen or get exposed to this message about money being different somehow. 
People, A, they relaxed, which is what you said right away. It's like, oh, I can 
relax about money.  

Very often they get what I would call quick wins. A beautiful example. There's 
a young guy who’s a wonderful composer who just started doing a course 
recently. And we had a conversation about money because he wants to figure 
out how to make money doing composing rather than destroying himself in 
the music industry, which he's had 10 years’ experience of; 80 hour weeks 
and no holidays and all of that. And he got a quick win because $2,000 
arrived in his bank account, completely unexpected and I'm not promoting 
kind of wishy washy, miracle things here, but these are things that happen in 
the early stages.  

And he came along to me and he said, “Sarah, do you think that's a sign?” 
Like I'm not actually a big person for signs, because you can make almost 
anything a sign if you want to. So I never want to put too much value on it, 
but it did represent something to me. It did at some level say, look, just keep 
pursuing this question of how can I make money doing what I love? Because 
it's a good question.  

It's not that everything's going to come through surprise windfalls because I 
never encourage a lottery mindset. It's not about winning the lottery, but from 
those little signs that happen in the first place, you start to say, this is 
interesting. Maybe I could do some more. Maybe I can learn some more. You 
open up a little bit more. You question some more things. And I'll tell you a 
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beautiful example actually, a woman who had, I don't know, quite a lot of 
bills. She was definitely in the financial worse than doldrums. She was really 
having a hard time. Wanted to do a course with me. Couldn't afford it. It was 
all that kind of thing.  

Anyway, a few months ago she sold a book and she got $4 for it. And usually 
she would say $4. That's not going to pay for anything. Doesn't make any 
difference. Kind of, thank you, but no thank you almost. And this time she 
just decided to be really, really grateful for that $4 and to unbelievably 
appreciate that. And from that, she started to appreciate the most random 
things like the electricity in her house and the fact that she could turn the 
lights on. And she appreciated her bed and all the other stuff that she has in 
her life. 

And within a couple of weeks, she started bringing in a whole lot of extra 
business that she hadn't expected. She was selling a workshop at the time. 
She had three people signed up and probably she might've got five. Suddenly 
she had 10. And so she really appreciated them. And normally she would have 
said, that extra $7,000 or whatever, isn't enough to pay my $20,000 bill or 
bills. So it's never enough. It's never good enough. But she didn't do that. She 
just said, wow, look at this. This is amazing.  

And seriously I kid you not. This is an absolutely true story. Within two 
weeks, she'd done a $5,000 sale and then she did another $5,000 sale. Now 
she has her own business, so she has the scope for that. And it can be a 
different story if you are employed, but that can be a promotion or it can be 
something else that fits your environment. But she just flipped it around 
because she caught the way that she thought about money all the time. 

[20:05] 

Jeffrey: This is critical. And it certainly comes through in your book, every 
single chapter, almost every page, that the way we think, how we think, how 
we structure our thoughts in our hearts and in our minds makes impact in 
terms of how we attract money, how successful we are in this process. We're 
going to get into that, I'm sure, but I want to just recount what we just heard. 
Stage one, there's a getting it that creates a level of relaxation and then some 
small wins or specific wins. And then this other person's experience, it was, 
instead of the complaining mind, the victim mind, they, I can't make it, what 
am I going to do mind, it was the appreciative mind that prepared her to 
receive. 

Sarah: Yeah. Appreciation is so powerful and it's so simple because we can all 
appreciate something. We can appreciate tiny things. It creates an opening. It 
makes us more open and it sounds a bit crazy in a way to say, well, if you're 
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more open, you can make more money. But if you think of somebody who's 
very, very tight and very closed and very afraid all the time. And then you say, 
well, how about this opportunity? No, I couldn't do that because it might 
disrupt my routine or I might not have enough energy.  

And then something else comes along, no, I wouldn't do that. That's a very 
closed mentality. And you can see immediately how they close themselves off 
to opportunity. They close themselves off very often to simple things like 
compliments. No, I'm not like that. And when you can't receive the gift of a 
compliment and then you can't receive the gift of an opportunity, it's actually 
hard to receive the gift of money.  

In a way, if somebody pays you, there's a gift happening. You give your work, 
they give their money. Rather than, I work hard to get money. And I pay 
people to get my work done. If you recognize, you really are giving yourself in 
your work, you're giving what you have to give and they're giving you money. 
When we start to see it that way, you can see how being closed and afraid 
doesn't work very well for money. And how being more relaxed, more open, 
more accepting, saying, thank you when somebody pays you a compliment. 
It’s funny we say pays you a compliment.  

So they pay you a compliment as a little bit of appreciation. You say, thank 
you to an opportunity. I'll have a look at that. I'll see if I can do it. I'll see if 
there's a way that it could work for me. And then you say thank you to money 
for the gift that it is, that enables you to go off and do all kinds of other things 
that you wouldn't otherwise be able to do. 

Jeffrey: There's so much in this and we're going to drill into so many different 
areas because in the nooks and crannies of so many people's minds, there's so 
much enculturation that needs to be flipped. Before we get into that, can you 
tell us that amazing story of how the book unfolded? 

Sarah: Yes. I was in probably the most difficult financial time of my whole life. 
I had been running a business and interestingly in today's context, this was 
the last 2008 recession. We lost probably 90% of our business because our 
clients were large companies. They all stopped booking meetings and we had 
the place where they could run meetings. Literally they had all their meetings 
in house. It was terrible. We struggled for a couple of years. Couldn't pay our 
rent. Had to close the business. Lots of pain. Laid people off. All the horrible 
things that happen in that situation. I didn't have enough money by then to 
even pay the rent on the apartment that I was living in. 

Jeffrey: That's pretty low. And by the way, I love the classic nature of this 
story where you're getting information about money at rock bottom.  
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Sarah: It really was like that. And I do want to say at that point, you don't 
have to go to rock bottom for this to happen. 

Jeffrey: Thank you very much.  

Sarah: Very important point. 

Jeffrey: I want to appreciate that. Thank you. It's like, okay. 

Sarah: The whole purpose of my work is to help people. You really don't have 
to do that. I know that because I prove that every single day with other people, 
but it is what happened to me. And I didn't appreciate money. I have to say I 
was really switched off from money. Not really interested in it even though I 
was running a business, that's a bit of a strange anomaly, but that's how it 
was. Anyway, during that time being absolutely desperate and therefore 
willing to do things I wouldn't normally have done.  

I got invited to a weekend moneymaking boot camp, which was not really my 
scene. There was a lot of really heavy selling from the stage, you know, do this 
course and you'll save your life and make millions and all of that. But what I 
did get from that weekend was a little book and it was called How to Become a 
Money Magnet. And again, this is very funny because all my English snobbery, 
if you're British, you pretend that you're not interested in money and you're 
not interested in business. So you're not interested in being a money magnet. 

Anyway, I started to read the book. It had exercises at the end of each chapter. 
And one of the exercises said, what would money like to say to you? I was 
writing my notes in a notebook and it was the most extraordinary experience. 
My pen just started to write automatically. We often hear about automatic 
writing, but this was really coherent, automatic writing that wasn't coming out 
of my brain, because what it was saying was things that I had never thought 
before. And the very first thing it said was, I would like to tell you to love me. 
And then I went on writing. I was almost holding my breath because I was 
seeing the words come out of the end of my pen. I was reading them, as I 
wrote them. It was really like that. It was like watching toothpaste come out of 
a tube, so I've never seen it before.  

It went on and it said things like, I'm an energy. I'm beautiful. You can do 
whatever you want with me. It was saying like, pay with me and receive me 
and invest me and give me and play with me. I’m here to help you. I'm here to 
serve you. I'm here to connect you in your creativity. It said, I'm not the devil. 
And I never have been. And it said a couple of times, you're too afraid. You're 
too rigid, open up except my power. And the very last thing it said was, don't 
wait, just take me. I will love you.  
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And I read back what I had written, because I didn't really fully take it in 
because it was so different from anything that I had ever heard about money. 
And I'd learnt a lot about energy because I trained with Chinese masters and 
that's what they teach you. But this was really different and it was so sweet 
and so generous and so heart opening. It brought me to tears when I read it 
back and I guess something shifted in me even right then just hearing that or 
seeing that message and seeing money in a slightly different way, because it 
had such a loving energy about it.  

What then happened was a couple of days later, I thought, why don't I try that 
again? Because it was such a beautiful experience. And so I kind of said, 
“What have you got to say to me today, money?” And I wrote another message. 
And the first thing it said was, you all need to relax about money. You've 
completely misunderstood me, even the very wealthy amongst you. And so 
what happened was that I then went on and wrote almost every day for a few 
months.  

And whatever it was, this energy of money started explaining that we have 
really misunderstood what it is and that we've made our financial lives and 
our working lives much too complicated and there's too much suffering 
basically. And that there is a simpler, more enjoyable, more relaxed way of 
making money and transacting with money. And it literally said at one point, I 
know that you've got masses of business advice in the world and it's very 
crowded. We really don't want to add to all of that noise, but we feel that our 
message is so important that we're actually going to share this with you. 

And so, I kind of wrote the book of money. It's like the inside story of what's 
really happening. Of how the system of money really works, the bits that we 
can't see. The simplest thing, sometimes you have a thought about something 
and something happens. We talk about synchronicities. In a way, it's a way of 
explaining some of that, what's happening that we never see. We never really 
understand why these kinds of things happen. It's explaining some of these 
very extraordinary things that happen in life. You really want something and 
somebody gives you the money for it and he didn't even ask them or they give 
you the thing and you never told them you wanted it. It's kind of explaining 
that inner, hidden technology of that. So it's very beautiful and very 
intriguing. I still find it when I read it today. 

[30:17] 

Jeffrey: As you say, it does enter that space of figuring out the synchronicity, 
and it's mechanical and emotional and logical. So it's like, how do you think? 
How do you desire in a way that actually works against your fulfillment of 
desire? And how do you desire in a way that works towards fulfilling the 
desire? And we'll get into that.  
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And in fact, that'll be the question after this one, because the holistic thing 
that you just talked about is the relationship. There's the mechanics, the like 
thou shalt do this, do this, do this. You have amazing exercises in the book. 
Things that’ll help clarify and reorganize the way people think to make that 
flip occur. But I think foundation is the relationship, which is in the title, Love 
Money, Money Loves You. Can you just tease that out of us for a moment? 
Invite us to really enter into proper relationship. And then from there allow us 
to learn the mechanics. 

Sarah: So in order to enter a relationship with money, you need to feel the 
quality of it. So most of us have a relationship with it. Even I think people who 
make a lot of money, in my experience, they have a relationship where it's not 
really trusting. There's often a lot of shame around money. Whether you lack 
money, people often feel ashamed when they don't have money and they often 
feel ashamed when they do have money. There's often a sense that if I have 
more money, somebody else is going to have less.  

So we have this perception that poverty in the world is created by rich people 
because they've taken all the money. We have this notion that there's a pot, 
and if one person takes more out of it, somebody has less. Now these are 
actually not accurate notions. But we could take hours and hours pulling 
them apart. Then there's always more to look at. So what I find as really 
helpful is, and as I speak about it, you might even be able to feel it right now, 
feel what would happen if you understand that money.  

And when I talk about money now I'm not talking about notes and coins. 
They're a representation of money. They represent something, but they're 
actually pieces of metal and pieces of paper and then numbers written in 
computers. They're not money itself. Money is a flow of energy.  

So when I pay you something and you give me something, there is an 
exchange going on that's about much more than the money and we can call 
that an exchange of energy. So if you start to feel that exchanging money is 
also an exchange of a very beautiful energy. It is a fundamentally loving 
energy. Now that sounds strange, but maybe you can feel it, because this is 
what I've experienced.  

And when people read my book and they learn about this, they say, my 
goodness, this is the first time I feel I can relate with money because there's 
love involved with it. Because who wants to relate with something that's going 
to betray you or abandon you? We don't want to. We can't trust. We can't love. 
We can't have a healthy relationship when we have all that fear. So when we 
start to relax and just feel the softness of it, feel the generosity. I see it as 
being like the generosity of life being expressed in a specific form, which is 
notes and coins and transactions in the bank account. That's what it really is. 
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And we've taken it and distorted it somehow. We use it quite well, but then we 
distort it as well. 

And so, what we're doing is taking out some of the distortions now and saying 
that this flow of goodness, something that allows you to buy food for your 
kids. It allows you to go on holiday. It allows you to live somewhere. It allows 
you to be generous, you to give to other people. It allows you to do things that 
you really value. So money is what makes that possible. Otherwise, I'm going 
to give you a sheep and you're going to give me a half of a cow, but I don't 
want half of a cow. I want something else.  

So money gives us freedom as well. It enables me to choose what I do with the 
gift that you give to me. And it enables me to say, I'm really good at teaching 
so I'm not going to go and sell sheep and cows because I'd rather teach. And 
you can say, I'm really good at something else, protecting the environment. I'm 
going to do that. And through this mechanism of money, we're able to do that 
in a very beautiful way. So I'm just talking and spelling this out. So you start 
to see the beauty of money. And then when you see it as beautiful, you start to 
want to relate with it. 

Jeffrey: I'm going to give you a specific example. I ordered food to be delivered 
last night to a friend and myself. I called online. I gave my credit card. I added 
a tip for the driver. It was transactional. I was like, this is a lot of money to 
spend for dinner. I could go and pick it up and that would save me money, but 
I've just been interviewing and talking all day. I could really use time to be 
here. All right, I'll give them a tip because it's a good idea to give someone a 
tip. And it's like, okay, is that appropriate amount? I wish I had someone tell 
me what the appropriate amount- it was all transactional. It was all numbers. 
And it was like, I was comparing the amount of money I spent to what I 
thought I could afford. Change it for me. What would it look like if I were 
loving money the way you talked about? What would my reality be in the 
giving of my credit card and the hearing of the person drop it off? It was one of 
those no-contact drop off. So he put it down and I went out and I picked it up. 
And there wasn't that piece of love that you're talking about. I know this was 
old school. 

Sarah: And everyone will be able to see it in your face because you have the 
facial expressions. It's not quite like that, but that was a brilliant example. So 
my guess is that the initial act of buying this meal for somebody else was an 
act of generosity. 

Jeffrey: Yeah, I was taking us out to dinner in my house and we were 
delivered. 
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Sarah: So that's loving. It started off from that, so it’s the transacting bit that 
caught you up. And actually it was really around the transaction time, from 
what I can see. You were calculating the value of, do I do this delivery or 
should I go and get it? So you're actually calculating the value of your time. So 
if we look at this in a really loving way, I look at what I know of your work, 
which is a tiny fraction of what you're about. I know that you're on a mission 
to radically improve the food supply essentially of the whole planet because of 
your work around GMOs and all of that. Can you feel, even as I speak about 
it, the value of that work? 

Jeffrey: Actually, I was going to say at this point it's beyond the food supply. 
It's everything with DNA because all that's under attack with gene editing. So 
actually it felt too tiny. It’s like every living being, all future generations, that’s 
what I'm about. That's what I'm working towards. 

Sarah: That’s what you're about. And I want to flip somebody else might say, 
well, I'm not a Jeffery Smith. I'm not on this huge mission, but I'm about 
loving my kids and bringing up a healthy next generation who also a part of all 
of that and part of the DNA and who knows what they're going to do and who 
knows what their kids are going to do.  

So you're equally important to Jeffrey doing this grand vision. This goes back 
to the mosaic economy, but you're doing your piece in it. Your piece there, and 
let's take this mum's piece here as well. If you think about the real value of 
your time and the quality of your life, suddenly to pay a driver to do what he 
or she loves to do or needs to do maybe at the moment, to bring you some 
food, to give you a little more peace, a little more time with your kids, just 
freedom in your mind not having to think about driving and traffic and all of 
this. Or just 20 minutes of relaxation instead of driving, the value of that is 
part of the value of the whole of life. Because it's part of the value of protecting 
the DNA of life. 

Jeffrey: I see what you're doing. This is great by the way. You're bringing in 
my value, which is how we started off. It's like, what do I value? It's brilliant 
how you're going back to that first place and you're giving me relaxation by 
talking about this. Like I'm relaxing. I get to enjoy my time. Now, I look at the 
amount of money and it’s a calculation, can I afford this? My hands grip. Can 
I afford this amount?  

[40:22] 

Sarah: That's where I want to go next. 

Jeffrey: There we go. Take it away. 
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Sarah: Okay. So we all have our different circumstances. When I started 
actually learning how to do the book, I had moved to a new country. So let me 
just say, writing the book didn't teach me how to do it. So I didn't write the 
book and become instantly rich. That's very important to understand because 
people sometimes think that that's what should have happened. And I think 
maybe I thought so too. This is a new relationship. Just because I’ve been 
married to somebody else before it doesn't mean I know how to do this next 
one really well.  

So I have had to learn from the bottom-up. I moved to a new country, which 
was Australia with my husband. We had two suitcases, a box and a computer 
and we didn't know a single person here. And then we had to pay all our bills. 
So that's how I learned. It was either go and get a job in a supermarket, but 
no thank you. Or do what it says in your book and make it work. So I really 
had to learn every single step.  

So I started where I couldn't afford most things. I had to afford rent. I had to 
afford some kind of food and everything else beyond that was a luxury 
basically. It's never a question of spending money you don't have. So in that 
moment of calculation, there is the real value of your life, of who you are, 
which is huge for all of us. And there is a reality check in that moment. And 
we do this really well actually, if we give ourselves permission to do it, to say, 
if I was living right on the edge, I would say, I have to go pick that up. I have 
to pick it up because paying that extra $20 or whatever just doesn't calculate 
out right now. 

Jeffrey: Or use the beans that are stored in the closet.  

Sarah: And everyone has their own story, everybody. And if there's a course I 
want to do, this was always my story, and I can't afford it right at the moment. 
Don't go and put it on my credit card, max out my credit cards like we used to 
teach. People used to teach you to do that and then the return will come. But 
actually when you get under so much financial stress, the return doesn't 
always come and it puts you under more stress.  

So I think we'll get a little bit later to what to do when you want something 
that you can't afford. But in that moment, you have to make a really real 
calculation as to, would it be better right now in my financial situation to pay 
the driver or to go and do it myself? Everyone will have to work that out for 
themselves. There's no rule, but you know what you can afford and what you 
can't afford.  

The thing that can give you peace is first of all, to recognize it doesn't really 
matter which way do it. It’s not a major thing so just relax. You’re not at 
school. You’re not going to get a check mark like, good boy, Jeffrey, you made 
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the right decision. It's not contributing to any brownie points. It's just a little 
decision that you make. And next time you might say, I wish I hadn't done 
that. Next time, I'm going to I'm going to do it myself. Or next time I'm going to 
pay the driver and that's fine. So you can relax at that level.  

But the other thing that really makes a difference is to remember that when 
you pay money to somebody else- actually I always tell this story. And I think 
it's very valuable. Let's take $100. I’ve got $100 and I spend it with you and 
you give me something and you have that $100. So that $100 has been worth 
a $100. It's delivered $100 of value. You now go and spend it with somebody 
else. And it delivers another $100 of value. So it's now delivered $200 and 
then that person goes and spend it. There’s another $100 and it's being spent 
on what jewelry, food, ordinary things, fancy things, doesn't really matter, but 
it's creating value all the way. 

So when we realized that you just say, I'm passing some money onto 
somebody else. I'm giving them a little piece of freedom. I’m giving them 
something. I'm not losing something. I'm buying something that I want and 
I'm giving somebody else the chance to buy something that they want. So it 
becomes part of this flow of human value.  

And actually, there is one other trick, which I will give you. This is like a real 
trick, but I found it works really well. When I pay something that feels a little 
bit uncomfortable for me, I always say to myself, that means there's more 
money coming. I never do it to trick myself to say, okay, I'll pay this. I never do 
it to be unconscious and just splurge. I really try now. My book taught me to 
be really sensible about money. But I always remember, and it has proven to 
be the case. If it's like, this is taking something out of my bank account, so 
there's going to be less there. What kind of mindset is that compared to, this 
is paying something to somebody that's nice. I'd like to give some money to 
somebody so they can do something and more is coming to me. Can you see 
how it's an opening frame rather than a closing frame? 

Jeffrey: That is when I thought about the thinking process I was going 
through. I'm acting as the audience now being transparent here. When I think 
about how much I'm willing to spend for dinner, first of all, we're eating out 
instead of cooking. And then on top of that, paying the driver, it does like, 
we're losing money. It's like there's a loss. In reality you never actually miss it 
the next day. It’s like, my God, I didn't buy that thing four years ago or I spent 
too much. It never actually has the impact that it claims to have in the 
moment of the projections and whatnot. But what you said in terms of 
knowing the money coming in as a flow.  

I’m trying to figure out. You said it as words and I want it to be the reality. I 
want to bring it in so that it becomes part of my experience, so that I 
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understand, live, know, have the relationship with money, so that I know it's 
coming in and that the knowing of it makes it so, which is the interesting 
thing there. I want to understand the thinking here that you wrote down that 
money said, this is the way to think about it. And this is what I want to solve 
right now. How do I know it in such a way that it makes it so? 

Sarah: Well, like knowing anything, there are stages of learning. So if I said to 
you, I want to know how to speak Chinese fluently right now. Probably you're 
going to say, well, I think you'd better do lesson number one. 

Jeffrey: Nǐ hǎo ma? That’s it. 

Sarah: Exactly. But like learning a language, as soon as you've learned to say 
something, you can actually communicate a little bit. So you don't have to 
know the whole thing in order to be able to do it. You do it step by step. And 
this was one of the things that actually surprised me, is how beautiful that 
learning process is, because at first I started out and sometimes it was literally 
help. How am I going to pay the rent this week? And I'll tell you what I did. I 
can share with you how I did pay the rent when I couldn't see it coming in in a 
regular business way.  

And then gradually I got to the level where my business was a bit more stable 
and I could rely on money coming in. And I knew I'd be able to pay the rent, 
but there were other things I wanted to invest in or pay for or whatever. So I 
still have the same moments, but it's a bigger level. And those patterns can be 
happening at the very small, the absolutely broke level. And they can also be 
happening at the multimillion dollar level of, suddenly there's this 
extraordinary thing I could invest money into, this change, for example, or this 
business, that's going to create extraordinary change on this planet. And I 
really want to invest in it. You can see it's actually the same thing. It’s always 
the same patterns. Money comes in and it goes out and it comes in and it goes 
out and in between, I am the person who makes the decision on what those 
transactions are, where I want it to come from where I want to pay it to. 

Jeffrey: By the way, this is so critical for me, because I can see in my thinking 
that if I sense that flow, then it feels like, generosity. Yes, I want to help you 
drive or I want to get that food. It changes everything. 

Sarah: You also want to bring in lots of money to be unbelievably successful 
in your mission. A mission always costs money. We need to have the 
generosity to back ourselves, whether it is bringing up your kids to be healthy 
and happy or whatever is involved with that, buying them good food, giving 
them quality opportunities, whatever it is you care about. Or whether it's 
protecting the DNA of the all living species, it's the same thing.  
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[50:00] 

Money is not this terrible thing which we wish we didn't have in our life. It's 
what enables us to do these things and be creative and give and share. It 
elevates us as human beings when we make wise choices about money. So 
bringing money in is really important. And that's what you were actually 
asking me about, is bringing money in. So I think I need to get to that. 

Jeffrey: By the way, when you talk about my mission, I realize that I'm 
dealing with an existential threat to the population and to all living beings. 
And so I'm able finally on the scale of the mission, say, yeah, we need tens of 
millions of dollars here. We need, perhaps, hundreds of millions and the prize 
is to protect the planet for all future generations. And could say, for that, I can 
easily say, we need that. That makes it easier. The bigger, the mission, the 
easier it is for me to say, yeah, I need to open it to bring in more money. 

Sarah: That might be for you, but honestly I really want to keep bringing it 
back also to the parent or the person who may feel like, I'm not on an amazing 
mission like Jeffrey, so this doesn't come up for me, but it does. Because if 
you think about how people spend money for their children, people will justify 
anything for their children in the same way as you're talking about your 
mission. So we all have a different way of contributing and a healthy child, a 
healthy, happy child or just the love that's brought in maybe to an unhealthy, 
unhappy child, the love that you share as a parent or whatever it in your field, 
whatever your field is, there's no price that can be put on that love. And that 
love might one day touch Jeffrey. He might hear a story about something and 
it inspires him to do something. We're all interlinked. You’re a person. You can 
only do so much in a day. You or I, we just do little things really, but the 
potential of the impact of those little things that we do can be so huge. Let’s 
come back to the bringing money in. I have to go out and in.  

So in the very early days when I really had nothing, I pretty much had to do 
what it said in the book, which was to ask money. And actually you can 
experiment with this. If you're willing to play with anything that I'm talking 
about here. I can say that, if you imagine money almost like, I don't know, just 
imagine it's something real, it’s something you could even have a conversation 
with, like an imaginary friend. This is what I used to do. I used to just say, 
please pay the rent for me.  

And I didn't say, please help me to pay the rent. This is one of the things I 
learned, because then I always had to go and do all the work. I said, please 
pay the rent. Now, usually what would happen is that, some business would 
come in. A client would come along that I hadn't expected. And it's really 
interesting in those first two years of learning where it was rent critical, I was 
still at the level where rent could be a challenge for me. So it took me some 
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time to really get past that level. Twice, I think, I was about three days late. So 
I just managed it. I let the real estate people know I'm going to be a little bit 
late, but I always sorted it out. 

And really when I think about where I'd come from of literally not being able to 
pay it and being in a country and not knowing people, when I look back, I 
think that was really quite remarkable. Many people tell me, they say, if I look 
back, I realize that, although it feels like my life was really hard, I was okay. 
Somehow the money did come in. It worked. I know of that for some people, it 
isn't like that. And it can feel like it really isn't coming in and that's usually 
because we have closed down.  

We've got so afraid and so caught in the story of not having any money that 
it's almost like we're afraid to open up anymore. So what I'm saying is, this 
sounds really crazy, but it's worth trying because enough people will get a 
result from it straight away. To prove it, if there's something that you really 
need or something that's really troubling you try it. Just say, please sort this 
out for me. Please pay this. Please bring me this thing or bring me the money. 
And it sounds so stupid and so naive. And so like, you can't do that. And I 
thought that too, but it's kind of what money said in the book that we could 
do.  

It's worked for so many people and I hear stories all the time of people who 
say, Sarah, I just asked and it happened. Usually the biggest problem people 
have is that they then go back to being really busy and doing everything 
themselves and working very hard. And we forget to ask, but it is something 
that we can do. The thing is, if it doesn't work for you, it doesn't matter, but 
you haven't lost anything.  

All you've lost is one request. You've said a few words and a few seconds of 
time has passed. Nothing's really changed. So if it doesn't work, it was an 
experiment that failed. That's great; one thing didn't work. But if it does work, 
it's an experiment you could try repeating with something else. And enough 
people succeed with the experiment for me to know that it's worth 
experimenting with. 

Jeffrey: So if five people say the same thing and some people do it right and 
some people do it wrong. Can you characterize- I'm just going down 
granularly. 

Sarah: Please do. You're asking such brilliant questions. I really appreciate it. 

Jeffrey: It’s like, how could it be done wrong? And you just said, instead of 
saying, help me pay the rent, pay rent please, or supplicating. What are the 
ways that don't connect with money, that feels like something's wrong in the 
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relationship or the way that you said it? And what are the ways that really 
work so that we can fine tune? Like fine tune balance of the microscope, fine 
tune this one. 

Sarah: These are the most important questions, I think, that I get asked. It's 
the most challenging because most people want to take a formula. They say, 
okay, if I ask like this, then it'll work. It didn’t work. It doesn't work. And it's 
not really like that. That's why we talked about being open and being closed. 
So yes, there are ways of thinking and ways of speaking and ways of asking 
that are more effective. But if you're closed inside, if you say the right words, 
but inside, let's just imagine somebody says, you're wearing a really beautiful 
dress today.  

And you say, thank you very much. And inside you're thinking, it's awful. I 
hate my dress. Why did she say that? Can you feel the lack of authenticity 
there? So sometimes we can say, please pay my bill, and inside it’s like, but 
that's never going to happen. That doesn't work. Things like that don't happen 
to me. And so it’s like we cancel what we're asking for through our inner 
thoughts and our inner feelings. That's why I said this is very stupid in a way 
and naive.  

If you could just ask and let go of all of the, but it's never going to work for 
me, but I can't afford it. So one of the examples it gives in the book, is you see 
a coat in the shop window and you really like it. This was very soon after. 10 
years ago, I saw this red coat in the shop in London, I really wanted it and 
then it came out in the book. So you see something in a shop and you really 
want it and you can't afford it. What we normally do is we say, I'd love to have 
that coat, but I can't afford it. You can feel what happens, I love that, but I 
can't. It's like open, closed.  

But if you could say, I'd love that coat and then just don't think, but I can't 
afford it. Just say, I love it and stay open. And what usually happens is that 
within maybe a month or two or three, you can afford it. And this is the big 
thing. So if you say, but I can't afford it, you imagine that you're ordering 
something on the internet and you say to Amazon, I'm going to buy this t-
shirt, but I can't afford to pay. So I'm not going to click the payment button. 
You don't get the t-shirt. It's really simple.  

So you just need to fulfill the steps and this openness thing is the biggest 
step. It's just, yes, I can ask. Yes. I'm willing, I'm open to receive. I’m going to 
accept something and I'm willing to wait if necessary. So I'm going to be 
sensible. I'm not going to blow my credit card. I'm not going to buy something 
that I really should spend the money on something else. I'm going to say, I'd 
love that. I value that you’ll say. I value that. I would love that, period. 
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Jeffrey: That was beautiful. That was really well said. And I could feel again, 
the relaxing. I could feel the shift of the energy.  

[1:00:00] 

I'm going to ask you a question. I'm wondering if anyone has ever asked this 
question of you. How would you describe the shift in energy from the closed to 
the open, from the experience you gained from the Chinese energy masters? 
Speak at that. Is there a certain way? Because there's going to be some energy 
people in the audience that are going to be all about that. 

Sarah: What I learned from Chinese energy masters is about the flow of 
energy fundamentally. So we receive energy and we release energy. Energy is 
always flowing through us. And the energy we receive is new energy 
fundamentally. If we're open, the energy we receive is new energy. And then 
the energy we release is old energy. Just like we eat fresh food and we release 
the waste essentially.  

We breathe in fresh air and we release carbon dioxide, which is poison for us, 
it's not poison for anything else. But the other thing, the conclusion that you 
can get from that is, my release, my waste is compost, is food for something 
else in life's ecosystem. That's a really fundamental principle of energy. Now 
there's one mistake we make and we make this really commonly in our 
culture. When the old energy is coming out, if you think about it in terms of 
food, that's the stuff that's smelly, toxic, it's all the stuff we don't want.  

If you think in terms of food, food is fresh, it's all different colors and we go to 
the shop and choose it. We think about recipes and we cook it and we put all 
our love into that. This is very simple. You put all your attention into the food 
that's coming in, and then you quickly release what's going out. You pay no 
attention to it whatsoever. That's a pretty healthy system. But when it comes 
to energy, what we do is almost exactly the opposite way around.  

So what we tend to do is think all the time about, what's wrong with me. 
What's hurting in my life. What's really unpleasant. We have a lot of very 
negative thoughts. And that's actually thinking about all the old stuff that's 
going out. It’s all old stuff. When you think a lot about your old stories and 
what's wrong with you, it's focusing on the wrong end. So what we need to do 
is learn to relax because when you relax, you actually feel that new energy 
coming in, which is fresh and always feels beautiful.  

And that new energy will push out the old energy, which we don't need 
anymore, which is just our waste. And we don't always know what that is. I 
don't know exactly what shit needs to come out today. My body deals with 
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that. My energy system deals with the releasing part, but I can pay attention 
to what I receive, to what I bring in.  

So there's a really fundamental principle in here because when you feel 
contracted or tense or closed, it's always because you're focusing on old 
energy. So what happens, it’s like you're eating the wrong food. And when you 
relax and open, you start to receive fresh energy. You start to feel good. So a 
kind of upward spiral happens. As you feel good, you relax a bit more and you 
receive more energy.  

And what usually happens then is, sometimes a bit of old energy gets pushed 
out. You've got all this beautiful energy coming through, like a hose pipe 
cleaning all your drains. It pushes out some old energy and suddenly maybe 
something hurts or you have a bit of an emotional reaction. That's just old 
energy coming out, but it’s like, my God, you did this to me. I hate you. And 
we get caught up in the shit basically instead of eating good food. So money 
works the same way. If we can stay open and relaxed and enjoying and loving 
our relationship with money, just like with a partner, things feel pretty good. 
And there's a good flow. 

If we start to focus on, why did you say that to me? You're so mean. You 
always do things like that. We're drawing on our past experience. We're 
finding something wrong and that doesn't work very well in a relationship with 
a human being or with a relationship with money. So if there is something 
wrong, there is something you can do.  

So in a relationship you can say, when you did that, it really hurt me and we 
can have a conversation about it. Or you could say, that's interesting. I was 
really hurt when he did that. What's going on in me? We have ways to deal 
with it. I don't have to go into blame and accusation and just spitting hatred. I 
can, but I don't have to. Same with money.  

So I don't really have enough money at the moment. What can I do to bring 
more money into my life? Is a very different question from, what's wrong with 
me? Money never works for me. I'm never going to have enough money. 
There's just something wrong with me. I'm fundamentally flawed, whatever. 
There are so many thoughts we can create. 

Jeffrey: So now I bring in the flow. I expect and invite money to come in. I'm 
still ordering dinner. I’m reorganizing my life around last night's experience. I 
feel like I can afford it.  

Sarah: You've made the decision that you can. 
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Jeffrey: Made the decision I can and in that decision, it's like there’s a judge. 
Is it reasonable or logical to spend that amount of money for a dinner? Yeah, I 
can afford it. I want to generously pay for my friend. So there's the generosity, 
there’s the value. I'm now bringing in the value. The amount of money that's 
going out, I see in connection to the amount of money coming in as I also flow 
energy through me.  

So I'm bringing in the freshness, both energetically and from my 
understanding of money. The tip is a generous value of this person doing what 
they love, or I assume that they love it. And they actually were very nice when 
they dropped it off. It was just so sweet and wonderful and friendly, and I was 
happy to support him. And then I realized it's multiplying around. And I could 
even, at this point, say money I want you to pay for this often. I want you to 
pay for something. 

Sarah: Just say, please pay for. Not can you. This is actually important. 
People often say, money, can you do this? The answer is yes, of course I can, 
but nothing happens. I'm being a bit tricky here, but it is a bit like that. You 
do become more aware of how you think and how you talk, which is good, 
because more awareness is good. We become wiser and that's good too. So 
actually engaging with money in this way does actually make us gradually 
wiser as well. 

Jeffrey: And I like the fact that now I'm developing a relationship and you're a 
relationship coach between me and money telling me, you're sure you want to 
ask, can you? Really? Is that what you want to ask, a yes, no question? So I’ve 
developed a relationship with money. I say, money, not can you, but please 
pay for our mission, the amount of money that we need to protect the world or 
whatever it is that I need personally. And any more nuances? Any more dials 
to turn? Go ahead. 

Sarah: So as you get to a more sophisticated level, so you're talking about 
tens of millions, I suspect it's going to be more than that, which is fine. Let's 
say we're talking about tens of millions, so that's something very big that you 
want. And if you're having that dialogue about paying the driver, sounds like 
those tens of billions are not completely familiar to you. 

Jeffrey: You're right. The thing is like for, my mission, yes. For me, I'm not 
sure. It's like there’s that [inaudible]. 

Sarah: This is a really important thing. If you want everything for the mission 
and you don't pay attention to yourself, you will not be successful. You must 
take care of yourself in the taking care of your mission. You must. And this is 
for everybody. If your mission is caring for your children and bringing up your 
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children or your mission is caring for the DNA of the planet and of the living 
species, I don't care what your mission is. You must take care of yourself as 
you take care of other people. That is love.  

Love is not, I give you everything and I don't deny myself. That's like being an 
example. I want everyone on the planet to thrive, but it doesn't matter whether 
I thrive. So the example you are is, it doesn't matter whether I thrive. Everyone 
is then being influenced by that message, it doesn't matter whether you thrive 
and you're trying to create a thriving planetary system. So we must take care 
of ourselves, lesson number one. 

Jeffrey: Just to add a piece there, it's like you talked about, it's not a pot 
where if I take then other ones loses. So it’s like, is it okay that I have money? 
Because my whole life is nonprofit service. Is it okay if I can afford a house 
eventually? It’s like, thank you. Taking it in. Continue. 

[1:09:57] 

Sarah: It's whatever you need to be able to do your service. Now for somebody 
like you, I would imagine that having five houses and a yacht is the last thing 
in the world you need because it's just a headache. For somebody else, it 
might be their pleasure. We don't need to talk about that now. Everyone has 
different pleasure. But let's talk about you because you're here. Your pleasure 
is to be able to do this work. But if your financial circumstances limit you 
from doing that as well as you could, what's the point of that? That's not 
virtue. That's actually just stupidity. 

Jeffrey: Thank you. You're hitting up against my stupidity. Please continue. 

Sarah: So the other thing about big missions is that there are hundreds, 
thousands, tens of thousands, probably, I don't know, how many small 
requests within that. So every single day, there are things that I want to 
happen. Beautiful example, I have to tell this example in this context, because 
it's so perfect. Think it was Monday last week I sat down and said, I would 
love an interview with a larger audience. What happens? I get an email from 
Jeffrey the same day offering to interview me and talking about having a larger 
audience than some of the interviews that I've done recently.  

So that was a request that I had and I could have, this is my nightmare for me 
personally, I've gone onto the internet and done some research about who are 
the people I would like to interview me. Sent out a thousand emails and hoped 
to get some back. That's the old way. I remember when business was always 
like that. It’s like, go and write list of everybody you want to talk to.  
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Now, I'm not saying there's no value in that, but I just did it a different way. I 
thought, okay, I’d really love this. And two came in on the same day, to really 
bigger opportunities. Now that's me talking about back in the day when I was 
completely broke. I just tried it. I talked about that little experiment. I did that 
little experiment to ask money, to give me something. Last week I asked it to 
give me something it's not cash, but it's something that enables my business 
to grow and that's what I wanted.  

So your big requests for the tens of millions is made up of lots and lots of 
things. It's meetings you want. It's opportunities you need. It's connections 
you need to be made. It's things to happen. Money is a very big energy you can 
actually ask for those. It doesn't mean you don't do anything, but it means 
you do what you need to do and allow life to do what it can do. It can do more 
than I can through me. If I don't show up. If I say, okay, I'm going to bed, save 
the planet. It’ll probably put us all to sleep. We'll all end up in bed. So it 
doesn't work like that. We have to show up. We show up for the really human 
bit and life shows up for the really life bit. And life is big and connected and it 
works. It works beautifully if we allow it to work beautifully, 

Jeffrey: The picture that you're painting is beautiful in that, in that space I 
am relaxed, again, always relaxed. And now having gone through this for the 
last hour, I can feel the fullness of the relationship of the giving mechanism 
and a way of playing with it, trying it out, seeing how it works, doing it 
differently, playing with it, adjusting it and feeling a reciprocity and 
relationship building through this practice. And because it's in reference to 
what I value and it's in reference to my mission, it keeps those lively in the 
thinking process. 

Sarah: And alive. It’s all alive. 

Jeffrey: In the feeling and thinking process. I do believe that when we have a 
mission, it's a way that we connect with source and that there's a lot of power 
in that, and a lot of health in that, and a lot of blessings in that. So by keeping 
that lively in mind and body and heart, then it's also probably surcharging the 
relationship between me and money at the same time, because it's keeping the 
lively connection with source there. It’s like I’m on my mission. I know what 
that's like. I'm going to accomplish it. I'm going to do it. And then all of a 
sudden I light up. So if I can bring that energy into the relationship with 
money and the fulfillment of desire, now I can see how it all weaves together. 

Sarah: You sound like you've done one of my courses. You even [inaudible], 
which I don't think it's even in the book. I'm not sure. But that's what I found 
is so important that when you find what lights you up, whether it's your 
mission or also it's a small thing. It's something that you want to buy. 
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Something that you need. It might be dinner with your friends and the idea of 
it and the conversations you're going to have just light you up.  

And that's all part of your mission in a way, because it's part of your life. That 
lights you up. Or this whole huge thing that lights you up. That light up is the 
key to the relationship with money. That light up moment. So I teach people, 
since we had the movie, The Secret, there are a lot of people who've learned 
about manifestation techniques and the law of attraction. The thing that I 
teach more than anything else is to look for or to ask for what lights you up. 
Look for that light up moment in somebody's face. They just break into a smile 
and the color changes. And it's so simple, it's childlike in its simplicity. And 
that is where the most powerful connection with this energy of money gets 
made. 

Jeffrey: I light up about saving the world, fine. That's what I'm here for. And 
then I can peel away the other parts, like pulling around the paper mache into 
the rest of the world, so that this light up is now in relationship to fulfillment 
of desire, around relationship to money, around relationship to helping, to 
bringing someone out to dinner. It's like taking the connection to source and 
saying bless everything. What you're doing is you're saying bless everything 
and remember you have a opportunity to be a manifestor in relationship to 
that source. Part of that source is named money and you have a relationship 
with he or she or it, and it can be done in that same Boyd up lit up situation, 
which is why you're here in the first place. which gives you the energy, which 
brings in the Chinese energy concept and allows things to compost. And in 
that state is a delighted, relaxed, fun way of being in the world that helps it to 
be fulfilling. I'm just doing this to ask for more. What’s next? 

Sarah: Because you're asking questions that are really drawing out quite 
specific instructions without much background. So we're really throwing 
people into the shallow end and the deep end at the same time, which is cool. 
They're all going to be floating. I'm not concerned about that. So it seems like 
a trick, but it's actually incredibly powerful. Sometimes there's something that 
you want and it's not that easy to believe that it could really happen, but you 
really want it. It really lights you up, but there's a pressure. You feel a 
pressure around it.  

So I learned this from somewhere else and I'm not even sure where, but it's so 
simple. Whenever I ask for something, I always say, please give me this or 
something better. And it takes all the pressure off. Let’s say you think, I think 
we need $10 million for this next phase, but I'm really not quite sure if I've got 
the numbers right. I'm not quite sure how it's all going to work and maybe we 
actually need 15. I don't know, maybe the investors or blah, blah, blah. And 
you go round and round in your head.  
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So you just say, I've done the best I can. 10 million is what I reckon. You ask 
for the best you can or something better. And that creates space. It creates 
this enormous space for life to do that or something better. And that is where 
life is, in its light up. If I think of life as just like this huge consciousness, like 
a living entity almost, it lights up in that or something better space and 
beautiful things happen there. So you have delight and relaxation and you 
have surprise. 

Jeffrey: I like that because a lot of our speakers talk about the mystery, the 
quantum—the mystery, we’ll just call it that—"or something better.” So the 
two things. There's the asking into the mystery or something better gives the 
mystery the ability to co-create with you. I like that. It's a really sophisticated 
way of looking at the “or something better.” It's really a nuance. When you add 
that, it's like, oh, something better, something lights up inside. 

[1:20:10] 

Sarah: And I watched people's faces. I watch them. There's this thing they 
really want, but they're worried about it because they really don't know if 
they've got it right. And you can see the pressure on their face. And the 
minute they say or something better, it's like, I can relax. I don't have to get it 
all right. So what it creates is an environment or a culture and I think this 
goes back to the mosaic economy where, I show up the best I can. I just do my 
bit wholeheartedly, and then I create space for life to do its bit wholeheartedly. 
And so we have this very delightful experience then where things often turn 
out better than I expected. And at the same time, there's often stuff that I 
needed to learn. I mess things up and it's like, I won't do it that way next time.  

So there's a very human experience going on, but also this sense of being 
supported by life, which is much bigger in that mystery, which is the part 
where we will never fathom out. We'll never split it down into scientific 
principles. There's something more than that beyond, because there’s that 
something better as always, it's always there. There's always something 
beyond whatever we find. So it allows us to be wholehearted without having to 
be perfect. And I find that that's a real relief. 

Jeffrey: It is. In the co-creation piece, it's a combination of me as manifestor 
and thy will be done, combined. It's like, I'm not sure I know everything about 
what it would be best for me. This is the best I've come up with, but I have a 
feeling you know better. 

Sarah: Exactly. And neither part has to deny their part because I found one of 
the things that was really significant for me in working with the book and the 
messages in it was learning how to trust my own wishes. I'd had such a strong 
experience in my life, of not receiving what I wanted. Having been taught quite 
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a lot about it, it just was not working. I was very unhappy, and especially 
around the business. We tried to save the business in all kinds of ways and 
failed. That was a classic example of that.  

So it was very switched off from what I wanted and people would say, well, 
what do you really want Sarah? And I would just freeze inside myself. I meet 
many people like that. It's like, I don't know anymore. I don't even feel that it's 
worth asking because it's going to create disappointment for me and I’d rather 
not think about it. Just vaguely hope about all the big things. The big stuff I'll 
hope about, but I'll disconnect myself from it because it's too painful. And the 
book made me engage again with my own wishes.  

So I think of that as the wishes of my soul to having an experience here. It's 
like my soul didn't come here to fly around as a soul. It popped itself into this 
body and onto this very physical planet where we bump into each other. We 
have to wear clothes and all kinds of things. And I have to choose what shirt 
to put on today.  

I might have a very beautiful soul like everybody else, but it's still having to 
decide what shirt to put on today. And this is clunky stuff for a soul, but 
that's the experience it came for. It didn't come here to float around like a little 
bit of fluffy light.  

So I feel it's important that we really engage with all the different aspects of life 
from that beautiful soul experience, all the way down to the choices about 
what shirt I'm going to put on today, which is a part of the wish fulfillment. At 
least I'd like to wear a shirt that I like, rather than, okay, whatever. I'll just do 
something. This is professional. All the ways we have a cutting off from life 
because it's too much. This is about engaging with life. That was what this 
energy and this conversation with money brought to me, really was a way to 
engage with life wholeheartedly. 

Jeffrey: It also redefines the role of desire in the sense that, instead of being a 
struggle and a negotiation and a bunch of shirts, there's a quality of honoring 
what comes up as part of that value. 

Sarah: Yes. So it's not the desires of the head. I should be a successful doctor 
by now. I should have already saved the planet by now. It's none of that stuff. 
It's none of what my father and my mother said to me and my teacher. It's 
what comes up spontaneously from inside you. I would love to. 

Jeffrey: So this is really hitting reset on our thinking process, on our 
relationship with the universe, on our mission, on our intuition or knowing, 
on our gratitude and appreciation. 
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Sarah: Of feeling. 

Jeffrey: Of feeling. Are we leaving anything of life out of it? 

Sarah: Yes. And our physical reality. 

Jeffrey: Yeah. So people thought they were getting into a conversation on 
money, but it's a big reset on all the aspects. 

Sarah: To me, this comes back to where we started, the mosaic economy. This 
piece of money we could say is the missing piece in so many ways. And then 
the piece about the DNA is the missing piece, if you don't do it. And then we 
keep coming back to the mum who just really wants the best for her children, 
really wholeheartedly. She's the missing piece. If she doesn't show up for that, 
if she just goes to bed and says, I don't care, she's the missing piece. And then 
we start to see how each of us is the missing piece in the mosaic. And when 
we show up for our piece, we create this thing. The thing about a mosaic, 
because the pieces can be broken, the dust can go into the ground. There's 
room for everything and everybody. There's all shapes and colors and sizes. 
Everything has their place and you don't have to be perfect. It’s not jigsaw 
puzzle. There’s only one place for you and if you don't get it right, you're going 
to disappoint God and all that stuff.  

We can throw all of that in the bin and get on with it. But it really is like all 
these pieces just click together to create a world that works for all of us, rather 
than a world where so many people are suffering in ways that it just doesn't 
feel right. It doesn't feel necessary. We have the knowledge now to be able to 
go beyond where we are. We have the knowledge. We have the inner and the 
outer technology, and we can share it. We have people who are willing to share 
it now. I'm not sure that that was always the case in the past, but it is now. 
Some of us are those sharers and then that's our little piece in the mosaic. 

Jeffrey: I think the vision of a post-pandemic civilization from this place is 
glorious. I think a civilization where people are acting from this level as part of 
that mosaic, in relationship to what lights them up, in relationship to 
abundance and value. Now I can appreciate what you said in the beginning far 
more because your words have that depth and context. So we're back to that 
vision and inspiration. We have a forum and you're welcome to give an 
assignment or a challenge for people to post something in the forum. Is there 
something you'd like to suggest that people do so that others can enjoy? 

Sarah: Yes. This is a really interesting thing to do. There are two questions. 
You can answer these two questions in the forum and I really encourage you 
to do it. You might say, I never share things like that in public. Choose how 
you do it and it's your information. Answer the question, what is my 
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relationship with money like at the moment? I'm not talking about how much 
money do you have? What's your income? I'm talking about, what's the quality 
of your relationship with money at the moment? And what kind of relationship 
would you love to have with money? 

Jeffrey: I would say that is a big challenge. And that is a terrific challenge. I'm 
going to give a strong endorsement to doing that because the cross-
fertilization of people reading it, is going to be breathtaking. 

Sarah: When people get into that conversation, we do it sometimes in 
workshops like that. And literally people who at first say, I never talk about 
money and half an hour later, they don't want to stop. And they will talk and 
talk. It’s like opening the gates, because we're not talking about how much 
money are you making. The key is about the relationship and it opens the 
doors to that relationship. I'll show you what's happening here. When you 
write down how you'd love your relationship with money to be, you are 
actually placing a wish into the system. So you're actually asking for that kind 
of relationship. So you’re initiating that kind of relationship. 

[1:30:02] 

Jeffrey: You’re living what you’ve been talking about, but in the context of a 
forum. Also, I’m just seeing that, when someone sees your wish and your 
wish, then it’ll help define their wish and they'll get deeper and deeper into 
that, oh yeah. That would be good. And so this is a great use of the forum, 
outstanding use of the forum, because part of what we've been talking about 
is engineering desire. Allowing that process to be the fulfilling desire, but this 
is engineering, what is our desire? What lights us up? What do we value? How 
do we launch that? And this is a beautiful practical group exercise to help 
individually each of us engineer our desire around money. Fantastic. Next 
question. Resources. Tell people where they can connect with you and get 
more of Sarah McCrum. 

Sarah: That’s very easy. sarahmccrumb.com, my website. I should just spell it 
because it's a bit of a funny name. So it's Sarah, S-A-R-A-H and McCrum is, 
M-C-C-R-U-M.com. 

Jeffrey: Very good. And your name of your book? 

Sarah: Is Love Money, Money Loves You.  

Jeffrey: Which is having heard you for this thing, it's like perfect. I've read the 
book and it makes sense that that is the name of the book. And of course it 
was one of the first things that was written by your pen as you were watching. 
And finally, and we've already discussed this, but an experiential exercise that 
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you'd like to assign or possibly lead. Is there something that you could share 
or suggest? 

Sarah: Yes. It's really interesting that several times in the book, money talks 
about enjoyment and that making money is all about enjoyment. We often 
don't associate a joint that much with work because we tend to work so hard. 
It gives us an exercise, which is surprisingly challenging and also surprisingly 
simple. So I think it's a good exercise to share because you could practice this 
over the next month or few months, if you like. It's very simple. You decide to 
begin with, you take half an hour a day and it can be any half an hour you 
like, and your focus during that half an hour is enjoyment. Just enjoyment. 
So you could do it at work. You could say that I'm going to make sure that the 
first half hour every day, I really enjoy my work. Or you can make a special 
time where you go and do something you enjoy. You can do it however you 
like, but you start off with half an hour. When you are really able to do half an 
hour of enjoyment, just sheer enjoyment and whatever you're doing, wherever 
you are, you can expand it to an hour and you can see where this goes. If you 
can do an hour of enjoyment, what a nice thing to ask for. 

Money gave such beautiful exercises. It's just like, just enjoy. When you can 
have an hour of real enjoyment every day, can you make it an hour and a half 
and bring enjoyment into your day? That is one of the most powerful things 
you can do to open up your relationship with the energy of money. Because 
when you're enjoying, you're naturally open, you're naturally receptive. There's 
a flow and an exchange of energy all around you. There's an energy of 
generosity when you're enjoying life. And that energy is what money responds 
to very smoothly and very easily. 

Jeffrey: That is powerful medicine. That's fantastic. What comes to mind is 
the Chinese energy flowing, the bringing the money into the bank, the valuing 
of the food that I ordered and the person. It’s like, when the heart is flowing 
like that, I can feel the abundance thickening. 

Sarah: Yes, and gradually it becomes physical. So we get these little, I told you 
about the early wins. Most people, not everybody gets them. We get these little 
ones, but what happens gradually is that as it thickens and it becomes more 
your way of being. It becomes more real. It becomes physical. And first of all, 
for me, pretty much I had $20. I could rely on having $20 to spare, but not 
much more than that. That was the early days.  

And then I remember it's like, wow, I could always pretty much rely on having 
$200. It was that difficult at that time. Then there came a point, and for some 
time, for some reason, for me, it always went to the twos, where I suddenly 
realized that I could always rely on having $2,000 somewhere in my bank 
account, available. It would always fulfill itself back up to that level. And then 
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it went to $20,000. And it's like, wow, it just goes in these stages and will 
continue and continue. 

I think, somebody else, it might be a different multiple, it might be a different 
number, but it just goes in stages as it thickens, as you grow your capacity for 
money, as you grow your interest and willingness to be interested. As you 
grow your willingness to engage in business, whether you're running one or 
you're employed in one, or you're in a nonprofit, it's all business, or you're 
running a family. It’s all business, essentially. As you grow your willingness 
and your openness to it, you learn more and then your capacity grows. And 
so, we tend not to jump from $10 to 10 million. We know that when people do 
that, they tend to lose it very quickly. So just let it grow. Let it grow at its own 
pace by enjoying and being open and exploring 

Jeffrey: People right now in the Magnificent New Normal Series, they're 
redefining their day. They're redefining their habits, turning new behaviors 
into habits. I love that you're giving us this idea of 30 minutes to start of 
enjoyment per day. And you also talked about the message that you got from 
How to Be A Money Magnet, where it was like write down as if you're talking 
from money. People are encouraged to have a notebook, my magnificent new 
normal, and perhaps this is another exercise that people can take. 

Sarah: That's a wonderful thing. And I've seen many beautiful conversations 
with money. So the question I had was, what would money like to say to you? 
Or you can just say money, what would you like to say to me and see what 
happens? 

Jeffrey: Fantastic. Sarah, this has been such a precious time with you. I feel 
like we've peeled back layers on what can be an entirely new way of living and 
an entirely new way of feeling and being generous. And it feels like we've 
brought money into the conversation, the money that you have spoken on 
behalf of, the money that helps write your book. It feels like there's a liveliness 
and a light up right now and I'm hoping that the audience can feel it as well. 
Thank you so much. 

Sarah: Thank you very much. And thank you for asking questions that really 
have allowed me to share so much and allowed so much to be opened up in a 
very compact timeframe. It's absolutely brilliant. It's a brilliant experience to 
have that because so much can be shared so quickly. 

Jeffrey: Yeah, you were amazing. Thank you so much. 

 

 


